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Housing eligibility  

Approving applicants  to waiting lists 

Approval date: 

Review date: 

December 2020 

 

Rationale 

Housing is a scarce resource and there is high demand for MRAC housing. 

All applicants must meet MRAC eligibility criteria to be approved to a MRAC waiting list 

and the corporation will determine which waiting list type an applicant/s is eligible for.   

Scope 

This policy applies to all applicants for MRAC housing, all MRAC waiting lists and 

includes current tenants applying for a transfer. 

Introduction 

This document is separated into  

Section 1 – Housing eligibility criteria 

Section 2 – Waiting list eligibility 

Section 1 - Housing eligibility 

All applicants must be able to: 

• Live independently; 

• Manage their tenancy obligations including paying their rent and any other 

tenancy charges regularly and on time; 

• Care for the property they live in; and 

• Make sure their behaviour and that of their household members and their visitors 

does not negatively impact on their neighbours.   

All applicants must meet the following eligibility criteria for their application to be 

approved to the waiting list. 

1.1 - Aboriginality 

All applicants must be: 

• Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander or 

• If not Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander, have a partner who is either; or 

• Be a non-Aboriginal person with custody of Aboriginal children. 
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In some circumstances including where an applicant is from another area, an applicant 

may be asked to provide confirmation of Aboriginality.  If they are unable to do so, an 

application can be made to the MRAC Board to consider at their next meeting. 

Whilst the Chief Executive Officer has some discretion to approve applications that do 

not meet all eligibility criteria, there is no discretion on the Aboriginality criterion.  

1.2 - Residency 

Applicants must be resident in the area they are applying for housing for a period of six 

months.  There is discretion to accept applications from non-resident applicants 

depending on their circumstances; for instance, health needs, employment or 

demonstrated links to family. 

1.3 – Rental History 

Applicants are required to provide two rental references from former landlords (including 

Department of Communities Housing), sign relevant consent forms for MRAC to 

undertake reference checks and provide reference contact information. 

Applicants with a poor tenancy history will not be offered housing.  A poor tenancy 

history is defined as a failed tenancy with more than one issue.  Tenancy issues include 

rent and other arrears, excessive property damage, and/or anti-social behaviour. 

If an applicant has a failed tenancy, their application will not be approved. Applicants 

have the opportunity to lodge an appeal against this decision.    

1.4 – Outstanding debt 

If the applicant has outstanding debt from a prior tenancy but otherwise a good tenancy 

record, the applicant can enter a repayment agreement whilst they wait to be housed.   

If the debt is to another landlord including Department of Communities Housing, regular 

repayments of that debt must be maintained for six months before MRAC will consider 

housing the applicant.  MRAC reserves the right to request proof of the repayment.  

1.5 - Affordability 

MRAC assesses affordability based on 25% of income plus rent assistance for 

applicants on Centrelink and up to 30% of gross income for other applicants. 

Applicants that do not meet affordability benchmarks may be offered a more affordable 

housing option but will not be offered housing that will place them in financial stress.   

1.6 - Housing exclusions 

Unless assessed as priority or for pandemic waiting list, applicants with complex needs 

including those who are homeless, with challenging mental health issues, and/or serious 

drug and alcohol issues are not offered housing unless there is a documented support 

network and case management plan in place. 
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Unless assessed as priority, women, and women and children escaping family violence 

also need a support network in place and will not be offered housing unless they have 

waited their turn on the waiting list.  The support network in this instance can be close 

family.     

There is discretion to offer housing if there is evidence the family will be safe and secure 

and can manage their tenancy. 

Applicants with children in care of Child Protection seeking family reunification will have 

their individual circumstances assessed at the time of housing approval and when their 

application comes to the top of the waiting list. 

If a support plan is in place, MRAC will work with the applicant/s and Child Protection to 

achieve a sustainable housing outcome for the family.  These applicants may be 

considered for priority housing. 

People with disabilities can be housed by MRAC subject to the extent of the disability. 

MRAC will not make disability modifications to any property but may approve 

modifications, subject to what those modifications are; i.e. the property can still be used 

for housing other applicants in the future; and providing MRAC does not need to fund 

the modifications.   

Existing tenants that require disability modifications or a transfer to manage  

deteriorating health conditions, will be approved to the priority housing waiting list to 

ensure that if a suitable property can be purchased or a vacant property modified, the 

tenant/s have first option on that property. 

1.7 - Transfer applications 

MRAC does not generally accept transfer applications from existing tenants.  Some 

discretion is available in the following circumstances: 

• Overcrowding; 

• Underutilization; 

• Affordability; 

• Disability and health; 

• Stock management purposes; 

• Cross regional transfers. 

1.8 - Transfer eligibility 

MRAC considers the following in relation to eligibility for transfer: 

• Meets one or more eligibility criteria for transfer; and 

• A good MRAC tenancy history including property maintenance; and 

• Tenant agrees to pay a new bond; and 

• Tenant must wait their turn on the waiting list unless the transfer is for health, 

disability or stock management purposes and a suitable property becomes 

available. 
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Cross regional transfers must go on a waiting list however where employment, 

education, health, and urgent family needs are clearly documented and supported, 

MRAC may offer a suitable property earlier if one becomes available. 

Section 2 – Waiting list eligibility 

All applicants must meet the general eligibility criteria for MRAC housing as described 

in Section 1 – Housing eligibility.   

• This means applicants must have an approved housing application or an 

application in progress; 

• Housing size guidelines are met, and affordability meets national benchmarks;  

• Outstanding debt has been repaid or is the process of being repaid. 

Variation 

MRAC reserves the right to review, vary or revoke this policy at any time.  Changes may 

require a Board of Director’s resolution.  

 


